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Introd
duction: High spatio-temporal
s
resolution
r
is dessirable for a num
mber of dynamic contrast enhancced (DCE) MRI applications. M
Many k-space datta
sharinng schemes have been develop
ped to improve both spatial an
nd temporal resoolution [1-4], bbut those methoods inherently inncrease tempora
al
footprrints, resulting in
i temporal blurring at some or
o all-spatial freequencies. A neew Compressedd Sensing (CS) reconstruction aalgorithm, called
Locatiion Constrained Approximate Message
M
Passing (LCAMP), has been developed [5] to improve reconstruction aaccuracy and tem
mporal fidelity by
avoidiing any temporaal data sharing when the location of significaant (or non-zeroo) sparse coefficcients is provideed. In this workk, we extend th
he
LCAM
MP algorithm to
o the dynamic daata sets acquired
d by DISCO (D
DIfferential Subssampling with C
Cartesian Orderinng) [6], and evaaluate spatial and
tempooral behaviors off DISCO and LC
CAMP in a total of 12 DCE MRII patients.
Methoods: DISCO em
mploys variablee density Cartessian undersamplling to generatee a pseudorandom
m distribution of k-space [6]. Fig 1a illustrates the
t individual su
ubsampled regionns in ky-kz-t.
Elliptiical ky-kz is segmented into two
o annular region
ns (A and B), where
w
B is subsaampled by a
factorr of 3 (B1, B2
B and B3). DISCO combiines the indiviidual subsamplled regions
(A+B1+B2+B3) so th
hat the combined
d one becomes regularly
r
underssampled parallell imaging kN
that the tem
mporal footprint is 3 times longeer than the originnal temporal
space data (Fig 1b). Note
resoluution, and the pseudo-random k-space
k
contribu
ution in high freequency k-spacee can cause
tempooral blurring.
In conntrast, LCAMP uses
u
only a miniimal set of subsaampled regions (A+Bn; n = 1, 2 and 3) and
reconsstructs the true tiime frames by a serial combinattion of parallel im
maging (ARC) aand LCAMP
(Fig 11c). LCAMP mo
odifies the appro
oximate messagee passing (AMP)) algorithm [7] bby replacing
the sooft-thresholding with
w a location constraint to ach
hieve both accurrate and fast recconstruction.
The loocation constraint is estimated by locating sign
nificant wavelet coefficients off the DISCO
(A+B1+B2+B3) imag
ges, assuming sttructural informaation does not change
c
between DISCO and
F
Fig 1: (a) DISCO ssampling patterns (ky-kz-t), (b)
MP. By using a smaller number of regions, LCA
AMP improves the
t temporal foootprint at the D
LCAM
DISCO, and (c) LC
CAMP reconstructiion methods.
expennse of possible reesidual CS recon
nstruction artifaccts.
Imaginng experiments were performed
d on 3.0T GE MR
R750 systems. A 3D SPGR sequuence with a
dual-eecho bipolar read
dout was used fo
or multiphasic gaadolinium contraast imaging in 122 patients (3
breastt, 2 kidney and 7 liver). Individ
dual in- and outt-of-phase imagees were reconstrructed using
DISCO
O and LCAMP, and a 2-point Dixon
D
fat-water separation algoritthm was appliedd to generate
fat annd water only im
mages [8]. We also applied otheer CS methods including
i
AMP [7] and L1SPIRiiT [9] without th
he location constrraint as a compaarison.
Resullts and Discusssion: Fig 2 show
ws an example of liver imagin
ng. 7 temporal pphases were
acquirred with a temp
poral resolution of 4s in a 28s breath-hold (acquisition matrixx=260×202×
120). The parallel imaaging factor was 2×2 (ky×kz) usin
ng a 32-channel torso array coil , and the net
w 11.6. Slight spatial blurring
g can be seen in
i LCAMP, maainly due to
acceleeration factor was
wavellet denoising, bu
ut both images have retained similar
s
diagnosttic detectability of multiple
carcinnoid liver metasstases (the red arrows). Exam
mining the temp
poral resolutionn, early rim
enhanncement of aorticc signal can be observed in DIS
SCO due to long
ger temporal foootprints (the
yellow
w arrow). Both AMP
A
and L1-SPIRiT were not su
uccessful due to the high accelerration factor F
Fig 2: Liver imaginng using DISCO and LCAMP.
and noon-ideal undersaampling pattern (images
(
not show
wn here).
Fig 3 shows an exam
mple of DISCO and LCAMP in renal function
n quantitation. 772
tempooral phases werre acquired witth the respirato
ory-triggered veersion of DISC
CO
(temporal resolution ~8s
~ and acquisiition matrix=208
8×162×38). Thee parallel imaginng
factorr was 2×1 (ky×k
kz) using a 16-channel torso arrray coil, and thee net acceleratioon
factorr was 6.1. Premaature signal enh
hancement in the arterial (the yellow
y
arrow) annd
corticaal (the red arrow
w) edge has been
n observed in DISCO
D
(Fig 3b), which resulted in
lower and smoothed relative
r
arterial signal
s
(Fig 3c). This alteration adversely
a
affecteed
the esttimation of regio
onal Patlak numb
bers (ml/min/mll) (Fig 3d).
LCAM
MP successfully
y reconstructed all 12 cases wiithout any manu
ual reconstructioon
adjusttments. We con
nsistently obserrved similar diifferences betw
ween DISCO annd
LCAM
MP reconstructio
on (LCAMP had
d a better tempo
oral footprint witth a trade-off off a
minorr spatial resolutiion loss). This improved temporal footprint can
c be even moore
benefiicial when pharm
macokinetic and semi-quantitativ
ve parameters arre estimated.
Fig 3: (a) MR urography usingg DISCO and LCA
AMP, (b) zoomed-

Concllusion: High sp
patial and tempo
oral resolution is
i required for quantitative DC
CE in dynamic kkidney images, (c) relative arterial siignal, and (d)
MRI. We have show
wn that a temporral footprint of the view sharin
ng method can bbe regional Pattlak maps.
ucting the indiviidual subsampleed k-space (R=11.6) using a novvel
improoved by reconstru
CS recconstruction while maintaining excellent
e
image quality.
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